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warm water moves
east during El Niño

Looking beyond El Niño with Hank Lüce Ph.D.
Signs look good for a big El Niño this winter and
Southern Californians are hoping it will change the storm
path so that we get both rain and waves. But what is
El Niño and does it explain the weirdly warm Southern
California coastal waters over the past 2 winters?

A typical El Niño event sees very warm (>85°F) tropical
Pacific water moving east toward South America (see below).
Once this warm water hits South America (in December),
it follows the coast to the north and south as a so-called
“coastally-trapped Kelvin Wave”. Assuming this pattern is
repeated this year, we expect this warm water to
arrive off the coast of California around January.



However, anyone living along the beach in Southern
California will tell you that the ocean has been wicked
warm for the past few years—way before this El Niño
started. The ocean water has been so warm that tropical
fish and crabs having been moving up the coast. The
tuna is getting caught by my neighbor and the crabs are
getting eaten by my dog. 
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Comparing the coastal Southern California temperatures
with El Niño strength (figure 2), you can see that ocean
temperatures and El Niño go hand-in-hand for the past
10 years, but there is a big disconnect in the last couple
of years—El Niño was not very strong but Southern
California ocean temperatures have soared to their
highest levels ever.



Many commentators (myself included) have said that these
weird events are probably related to the El Niño...
and they might be related in a roundabout way that we
havenʼt figured out yet. But remember that those warm El
Niño are still on their way. It doesnʼt seem like the best
explanation.

<<Jake the dog inspects a tropical crab in So Cal.>> 
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Instead, itʼs possible that the warm waters are better
explained by a slow down in the North Pacific Gyre—the
spinning of the North Pacific Ocean between Japan and
California (figure 3) caused by global wind patterns.
Weaker winds slow the gyre spin slows and are part of
what we call North Pacific Gyre Oscillation. 
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The gyre spinning slowed down a lot beginning January
2014, reducing upwelling throughout the year and therefore
warmed Southern Californians waters. Reduced upwelling
means less local fish (that like cooler waters), but these
warmer waters allow tropical oceanic species (for example,
fish and crabs) to move up the coast. However, local seals
have suffered because there are so few local fish.
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Long story short: El Niño can definitely affect Southern
California rainfall and ocean temperatures, but it is
an unlikely explanation for the unusually warm waters since
2014. Instead, a slowdown in the spinning North Pacific
gyre allowed California coastal waters to warm. 

But how are these related (if at all)? And what role does
global warming play in this whole thing? Big questions...

Either way, letʼs hope we all get some overhead tubes
while wearing trunks this winter.
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